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THE APPROXIMATION PROPERTY AND NILPOTENT IDEALS
IN AMENABLE BANACH ALGEBRAS

R.J. LOY AND G.A. WILLIS

It is well known that non-zero nilpotent ideals in amenable Banach algebras must
be infinite-dimensional. We show that under certain additional hypotheses such
ideals cannot even have the approximation property.

In [4, Corollary 3.9], it is shown that an amenable Banach algebra cannot have non-
zero, finite-dimensional radical. This is because in such algebras, any finite-dimensional
nilpotent ideal must be zero; see [7, Proposition VII.2.31] for an alternative proof of the
underlying result. The purpose of this note is to show that, in various circumstances,
the condition that the ideal be finite-dimensional may be relaxed to the condition that
the ideal have the approximation property of Grothendieck.

The approximation property has had other connections with Banach algebra co-
homology. It first arose in [9], with the question as to the amenability of K(E), E a
Banach space, and in [13] where it is shown that a biprojective, unital Banach algebra
having the approximation property is finite-dimensional and semisimple. Extensive use
has since been made in the work of Selivanov, [10, 11], in particular extending the
result of [13], and, more recently, [12]. The amenability of )C(E) has been investigated
in [6] and [5].

We first recall the definition of amenability for Banach algebras. For a Banach
algebra, A, the product map extends to a map it : A® A —» A, where A®A de-
notes the projective tensor product. The projective tensor product becomes a Banach
,4-bimodule if we define a.(6 ® c) = ab ® c and (6 ® c).a — b ® ca and extend these
actions to A®A by linearity and continuity. Then n becomes an ,4-bimodule ho-
momorphism. An approximate diagonal for A is a bounded net {d^}x£\ in A®A
satisfying lim \\a.d\ — d\.a\\ — 0 for all a in A and {ir(dx)}\eA is a bounded approxi-
mate identity for A. Then A is amenable if it has an approximate diagonal. Note that
amenability usually is defined in terms of derivations from A, see [9, Section 5], or [1,
Definition 43.2]. However, as is shown in [2] and [9], the above condition is equivalent
to that definition.
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The Banach algebra A is said to be biprojective if there is a continuous .4-bimodule
homomorphism, T : A —> A®A, such that ir o T is the identity map on A. If .A is
biprojective and has a bounded approximate identity, {UA}A€A, then {T( IU)}A€A is
an approximate diagonal for A and so A is amenable. The converse is not true.
Biprojectivity, in the presence of a bounded approximate identity, is a much stronger
property than amenability, for example, the group algebra £1(G) is amenable if and
only if G is amenable but is biprojective if and only if G is compact.

A Banach space E is said to have the approximation property if, for each compact
subset K of E, and each e > 0, there is a finite rank operator F on E such that
||F(x) — as|| < e for each x in K. It is well known that if E has the approximation
property, and T : E —> X is an embedding, then for each Banach space Y the map
T <g) IY •• E®Y -> X®Y is injective. To see this, let £ ek ® yt be an element of E®Y
which is mapped to zero under T®Iy • We may suppose that e* —» 0 and 52 ||y* || < 1 •
Take e > 0 and a finite rank operator F on E such that ||.F(efc) — ejt|| < e for each k.
Such F may be extended to F' : X -> E with F = F' o T. Then

E®Y

— e.

It follows that 5Z efc (g) yt = 0 in E®Y.

We now have

PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a biprojective Banach algebra with a central ap-

proximate identity, and let M be a non-zero nilpotent ideal in A. Then N does not

have the approximation property.

PROOF: Since Af is non-zero and nilpotent there is a positive integer n such that
Mn y£ (0) but Afn+1 = (0). Let J be the closed linear span of Nn, so that J is not
zero. Let T : A —* A® A be a continuous .4-bmiodule homomorphism such that n oT

is the identity map on A.

Let J : Af —* A be the inclusion map, Q : A —» A/J be the quotient map and
7? : Af®A —• N be the map induced by the product on A. Note that Jo5r = TTO( J ® IX),

where 7A denotes the identity map on A. Since AfJ = (0), 5r factors through Af®A/J

as 7T = P o (///• ® Q), where P : M®AIJ —» .A/" is the map induced by the action

Now let t be in ^ and let Zj,, i?j : .4 —> Af be the maps of left, respectively
right, multiplication by 6. Then 5 r o ( X j ® / ^ ) = L(,oir. Let {«A}AeA be a central
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approximate identity for A and put v\ = ( ( / v ® Q) o (Lb ® I A) O T){U\) which belongs
to M%AU. Then P(vx) = (5F o (Lb ® 7A) o T)(ux) = (Lb o TT O T ) ( U A ) = 6UA , which
converges to 6. Hence, if b is not zero, then v\ is not zero for some A. Now choose a
fixed and non-zero b in J, and a fixed A such that v\ is not zero.

Since u\ is central and T is a bimodule homomorphism, b.T(u\) = T(bu\) =

T(ux).b in A®A. It follows that

((J ® I A ) O (£6 ® />t) o r ) (n A ) = ( ( /x ® ̂ ) o ( /^ ® Rh)

Hence,

( / ^ ® Q) o (£» ® /^i) o

Q) o ( J ® / A ) O ( £ t ® / 4 ) o T)[ux)

<?) o (/> ® J ) o (7^ ® 726) o T)(ux)

= 0,

because Q o J o iZj = 0. Since vx is not zero, it follows that J ® IA/J
A®A/J has non-zero kernel. Therefore, M does not have the approximation prop-
erty. D

REMARK 1. The hypotheses can be weakened, to require that for some non-zero 6 in
J, there be a sequence {un}n^i such that

(1) unb = bun -> 6.

Further, the condition that Af be nilpotent can also be weakened, to require that the

intersection of N with its right annihilator be non-zero.

REMARK 2. It was pointed out to the authors by Alexander Khelemskii that some
commutativity hypothesis such as (1) is necessary. The algebra of 2 x 2 matrices with
zero first column is finite-dimensional, biprojective, and has a non-zero nilpotent ideal.

PROPOSITION 2 . Let A be an amenable Banach algebra and suppose that M
is an ideal in A which is nilpotent, has the approximation property, and is such that
multiplication on the left by any element of M is a compact operator on A. Then
N = {0).

PROOF: AS before, suppose that Mn # (0), Afn+1 = (0), let J be the closed
linear span of Mn and choose a non-zero 6 in J. We shall derive a contradiction. Also
as before, let J : M —» A be the inclusion map, Q : A —* AjJ be the quotient map
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and 7T : Af®A —*// he the map induced by the product on A. We still have that Sr
factors through N®A/J as 5F = P o ( Iv <g> Q), where P : M®A/J -» M.

oo

Let {d.x}AeA be an approximate diagonal for A, where d\ = ^2 i^k,X®vk,X and we
Jfc=i

may suppose that there is a constant M such that HU^AH < M for each k and A and

E IK.AII = 1 for each A- Then E and (
Jfe=i

Q("A!IA)) = ^ ( ^ A ) , which converges to 6. Since 6 is non-zero we may suppose, by
scaling 6 if necessary, that

(2)

for all A sufficiently large.

On the other hand, since lim ||6.dA - dx-b\\ = 0 and dx-b belongs to A%J, we have

that

(U

Since the map u i—> frit is a compact operator, {frujt.A : Jb = 1,2,3,.. .;A £ A} is
a compact set. Hence, since M has the approximation property, there is finite rank
operator F : A -> JV such that \\buk,x -F(buktx)\\ < 1/2 for each k and A. It follows
that

\k=l

A

OO

E
Jt=i

+

I
2 +

l- +

1

x - F(buk,x)) ® Q(vk,x)

OO

5 3 F{.buk,x) ® Q(vk,x)

OO

(F®IA/J)(Y^bukix®

1*11
OO

5 3 ^.X «> Q{vk,x)
k=l

//®At

A&A/J

as A increases, contradicting (2). D
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It is an open question whether there is a radical, amenable Banach algebra, see

the remarks following Corollary 3.9 in [4]. One way to try to construct such an algebra

would be to describe it as a direct limit of nilpotent algebras. In a commutative alge-

bra each nilpotent element generates a nilpotent ideal. Hence, by Proposition 1, if we

wish to construct a biprojective algebra in this way, then we must construct Banach

spaces without the approximation property along the way. By Proposition 2, any such

construction of an amenable algebra must produce either an example in which multi-

plication is not compact, or examples of spaces without the approximation property.

There are commutative amenable algebras which contain nilpotent ideals. They can

arise as quotients of commutative group algebras by ideals for which spectral synthesis

fails, for example see [14]. It easily follows from a result of Helson [8] that such nilpotent

ideals cannot be finite-dimensional. However, the above propositions do not seem to

apply to these algebras because they are not biprojective and, generally, multiplication

by an element is not a compact operator. We do not know whether multiplication by a

nilpotent element can be compact in this situation; if so, then we shall have produced

some new examples of Banach spaces without the approximation property.

It is not clear whether the biprojectivity condition in Proposition 1 or the compact-

ness condition in Proposition 2 is necessary. Perhaps it is true in general that non-zero

nilpotent ideals in amenable Banach algebras cannot have the approximation property.

More specifically, we conjecture that if J C 2T are two distinct ideals in a commutative

group agebra A(G) which have the same hull, then TjJ does not have the approxima-

tion property. It is also unknown whether X/J can have a Banach space complement

in A(G)/J, though this certainly fails if {I/jf ^ I/J, see [3], and certainly, [1,

Theorem 4.3] shows that XIJ cannot have an algebra complement in A{G)/J. Since

A(G) always has the approximation property, it is thus of interest to determine whether

A(G)/J has the approximation property.
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